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About Netsertive

• Deep expertise in localized 
digital franchise marketing

• Serves FranDev and 
Consumer Marketing 
Efforts

• Award-winning Franchisor 
and Franchisee customer 
service

• Over $1 billion in media 
spend

• 79 Multi-Location Brand 
Partnerships and 
Counting
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Without a proper SEO strategy, 
you will not reach your highest 

growth potential.

SEO is what makes your website more visible. This 
equates to more traffic and more opportunities to 

convert prospects into customers.



Let branded search 
ads & organic listings 
work together

 Ad clicks are largely 
incremental to organic 
search clicks, even when 
a brand is the top 
organic result.
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Source: Eye square study [DE]: Performance of mobile search 2017 (Eye Tracking); N=189 participants, Data points: Mobile N=975
100 equals longest watch time compared to other positions, e.g. the second ad on smartphones receives 78% attention compared to the first ad

54 %

View time ranking (index)

of view time is spent on average 
on the top 3 positions

Smartphones

Users pay attention mainly
to the top positions
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National SEO Strategy
Franchise Development & Branding
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Why It’s Important
- Part of the appeal and power of a franchise is the brand recognition

- Your franchise website holds the majority of the SEO power for your franchisees
- It will have a trickle down effect for your franchisee’s local SEO

- If you do not claim your brand’s space, a competitor will
- SEO competition does not discriminate

- You have to be where people are (tip: it’s not the second page of Google)
- The higher the SEO power, the quicker you will grow

- You can track organic revenue and create KPIs for measurable results
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Franchise Development: SEO + PPC for Ultimate 
Results

● Use mix of broad & 

long-tail keywords

● National targeting

● Develop unique content 

for SEO efforts and 

continue building

● Build a website that 

converts
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Continually work on your keyword strategy

Build or refine 
your strategy

Research 
Keywords

Decide what topics you 
want to be known for

Revisit Your Buyer 
Personas
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Local SEO Strategy
Franchisee & Corporate Owned Units
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Why It’s Important
- This is what will win your franchise locations their local customers

- The better your SEO, the better your paid ads and conversion statistics will be

- It helps the franchise brand grow as a whole
- Consistency and linking 

- It encourages your franchisees to stay digitally-active
- Social media and reviews have an impact on SEO

- It is an inexpensive way to increase brand awareness
- The cost for paid ads designed for brand awareness can be pricey



Perception: The first position is associated with strong brands

Pos
1

Pos
2

Pos
3

Pos
4

Pos
5+

well-known brand    

popular brand    

relevant brand 

Users (%) think that the top position is 
the most...

63 %

51 %

47 %

The higher the 
ranking, the more 
local customers you 
will win
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Keywords are the heart of search intent and your customer

Keyword 
Research

PPC 
Strategy

SEO 
Strategy

Website 
Content

Keyword 
Intelligence

46% of all searches 
have local intent
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Importance of Business Profile Reviews

How much influence does an online 
review have in discovering and 
choosing a business?

● 21% of people say online reviews play a big 

role

● 41% of people say it’s a moderate role

● 25% of people say it’s a slight role
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Digitize everything

Translate all brand authority into digital brand authority
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Tactical Tips
To Implement Now
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1. Measure Your Current SEO Performance

a. Utilize Tools Available: SEMRush, MOZ, Google Trends/Analytics

2. Detail Out your Keywords

a. Long-tail. short-tail, intent targeting, cluster content

3. Build Out SEO-Focused Content

a. Short form, long form, blogs, social media

4. Optimize On-Page SEO

a.  title tags, meta descriptions, H1/H2/H3 tags

5. Create a Plan for Off-Page SEO

a. Digital PR, Inbound Links



SEO Paid
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Questions?

Madeleine Park
Director of Marketing

Netsertive

Chad Palmer
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United Franchise Group


